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Introduction: Impact-melt samples are formed 

during the melting of lunar material during 

hypervelocity impacts of asteroids and comets. The 

composition of these impact melts are important 

indicators of the precursor crust that was melted and 

reworked during the impact event. Constraining the age 

of these samples is also important for understanding the 

bombardment history of the Moon and inner Solar 

System and is a high scientific priority to the lunar and 

planetary science community [2, 3]. 

Many Apollo sites were specifically selected for 

their geological association with large lunar basins. 

Impact melt lithologies at these sites became associated 

with specific basins, leading to the discussion that rocks 

with the same composition represent the same few 

impacts or basin forming event [1, 4, 5]. The Apollo 16 

mission is currently the only mission to have returned 

samples from the central lunar highlands, not solely 

associated with the ejecta of any particular basin. Yet, 

of the A16 samples collected, impact melt products are 

the most common [1]. These diverse impact-melt 

samples (e.g., impact melt breccias, glassy bombs, 

crystalline melts and clast-poor melts) account for 

approximately 50% of the Apollo 16 sample suite [1].  

The origin of the Apollo 16 impact melt samples is 

not yet well understood. The repeated burial, 

exhumation and exposure of lunar material at the 

surface, as part of the gardening process, play a major 

role in redistributing impact melts throughout the 

regolith. For example, “older” impacts may be gardened 

back into the regolith, leaving more recent impact melts 

to be oversampled at the surface, particularly those 

collected at small, young craters. These smaller impact 

melt particles may represent more of the local impact 

history of a landing site. Understanding these impact 

melts at different stations as well as at various depths 

allows the origin of the impact-melt samples to be 

unraveled. 

The 68001/2 drive tube: The 68001/68002 

(hereafter 68001/2) double drive tube provides an 

opportunity to assess the various population of impact 

melts, with depth, at Apollo 16 Station 8, near two 15- 

to 20-meter craters approximately 2.8 kilometers south-

southwest of the lunar module. We requested bulk soil 

samples from five horizons in the core, and one from the 

immediate surface. The five horizons were found to be 

compositionally distinct by [6]. Each of the soil samples 

were sieved into grain size fractions of >250 m, >106 

m, and fines. The >250 m returned approximately 50-

70 particle between 1 and 4 mm. All particles were hand 

polished and analyzed by a scanning electron 

microscope at NASA GSFC. Particles were grouped 

based on textural characteristics and a subset of these 

particles were analyzed for their major and minor 

element mineral chemistry. The mineral chemistry for 

the majority of the samples were indistinguishable from 

each other and a more robust compositional grouping 

was achieved by analyzing the particles for their bulk 

rock trace element chemistry. Trace elements were 

analyzed at the University of Maryland using an 

Elements 2 ICP-MS.  

68001/2 in the context of Apollo 16: Impact melts 

from 68001/2 are diverse and cover the compositional 

range of impact melts and rocks (analyzed to date) 

collected at all Apollo 16 stations (Fig 1). This is an 

important point for future lunar exploration. Because of 

natural gardening, lunar regolith material provides 

similar diversity and range to larger rocks, to address the 

local and wider geological history of the Moon.  

 

 
 

Impact melt groups in 68001/2: Previous authors 

(e.g., [1, 4, 5, 7]) have grouped the Apollo 16 impact 

melts based on composition and speculate that some of 

these groups are linked with major basin-forming 

impact and the main formations at the Apollo 16 landing 

site (e.g., the Cayley and Descartes Formations). Based 

on the trace-element chemistry and the groupings by 

Fig 1: Sc vs. Sm for impact melt particles in Apollo 

16 sample 68001/2. All Sc and Sm data for Apollo 

and Luna rock samples are shown, as well as Apollo 

16 rocks and soils for comparison. Data from the 

Apollo 16 rocks and soils and the Apollo and Luna 

missions are from the MoonDB database at 

http://www.moondb.org/ and references therein.  
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previous authors, we have grouped the particles in 

68001/2 (Fig 2): 

Group 1 are mafic impact melts with high 

concentrations of incompatible trace elements (ITE). 

Particles in Group 1 have Sm concentration higher than 

15 ppm (Fig 2a), high Sm/Sc ratios, and contain the 

highest concentrations of Th of all the particles analyzed 

in this work (Fig 2b). These particles are most similar to 

the Group 1 mafic impact melts of [1].  

Group 2 are also mafic impact melts but with lower 

Sm/Sc ratios and concentrations of Sm (Fig 2a). Group 

2 samples are also carriers of KREEP material indicated 

by the high Th content in particles (Fig 2b). These 

particles are most similar to Group 2 mafic impact melts 

of [1].  

Group 3 are more feldspathic than the Group 1 and 

2 impact melts, and have lower concentrations of ITEs 

(Fig 2a) and KREEP (Fig 2b). These type of impact melt 

are generally less common than the mafic impact melts 

([6]), but appear to be the most common particle 

analyzed in this work.  

Group 4 have the lowest concentration of Sm, Sc and 

Th of all the particles analyzed in this study (Fig 2a and 

2b). The precursor to these impact melts was a ferroan 

anorthosite; these samples similar to the impact melts 

that are commonly found in the Cayley Plains (e.g., [6]). 

Group 5 and 6 are richer in pyroxene (i.e., basaltic 

material) and overlap with the gabbronorites and mare 

basalts and glass from [6]. 

Summary and future work: Previously-studied 

impact melt groups at the Apollo 16 site are contained 

in six sub-splits analyzed of 68001/2. The range of 

composition mirrors that of all Apollo 16 samples, 

including hand samples, meaning that the regolith is 

well-mixed. The feldspathic impact melts are the most 

abundant (Fig 2c), accounting for approximately 50% 

of the 76 particles analyzed.  

Like other impact melts of the Apollo 16 landing site 

(e.g., [1]), particles from 68001/2 appear to follow the 

trend line of [1 and 8]. These trend lines suggest that 

group 1 and 2 from this work are young KREEP-bearing 

rocks from the Cayley Plains, whereas groups 3 and 4 

are from older material such as the material which 

makes up the Descartes formation. To determine 

whether the 68001/2 drive tube follows this trend, our 

future work includes conducting Ar-Ar dating on a 

selection of particles from each of the groups identified 

here. Determining the age of these different populations 

of melt will not only aid in the evolution of the 68001/2 

drive core but will add to the understanding of the 

history of the different impact melt populations at the 

Apollo 16 site. 
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Fig 2: a) Sc vs. Sm for impact melt particles in Apollo 

16 sample 68001/2. Fields are from [6]. b) FeO (wt%) 

vs Th (ppm) for impact melt particles in Apollo 16 

sample 68001/2. Note the log scale on the Th 

concentrations c) Histogram of the different groups in 

each sub-split of 68001/2, ordered by descending 

depth in the regolith. 
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